Objective: To compare the use of conventional, real-time compound, and pulse-inversion harmonic imaging in the evaluation of breast nodules.
reast ultrasonography (US) can improve the accuracy of clinically and mammographically detected abnormalities. It has been used to differentiate solid from cystic breast nodules and benign from malignant solid nodules, and a problem-solving tool in the radiologist's armamentarium (1 17) . A study by Stavros et al. (17) employing high-frequency, 7.5 10.0 MHz, near-field imaging probes for distinguishing between benign and malignant nodules showed very high sensitivity and negative predictive values of 98.4% and 99.5%, respectively. However, the positive predictive value, 38%, was very low. Thus, there is a need for an ultrasonographic approach, which in possible cases of breast cancer has a higher predictive value.
Two newer US techniques, namely harmonic imaging and real-time compound imaging (RTCI) are now in use. Harmonic US is a sensitive technique available for imaging nonlinear echoes that arise from tissue (18) , and a number of recent articles have demonstrated the usefulness of pulse-inversion harmonic imaging (PIHI) in liver and kidney compared to conventional imaging (CI) (19, 20) . RTCI obtains multiple coplanar images and combines them into a single image in real time. The prospective study of breast nodules has not, however, been reported.
The purpose of this study, then, is to compare CI, RTCI, and PIHI in terms of which is most suitable for the evaluation of breast nodules.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study, conducted between May and December 2000, involved 28 consecutive patients aged 25 to 62 (mean, 45) years with 52 breast nodules. Six of these nodules were aspirated, and biopsy was performed on nine: pathologic examination revealed that among the 15, four were due to invasive breast cancer, one to atypical ductal hyperplasia, and the remaining ten were benign. Follow-up US involving 28 nodules and performed at a mean interval of 9.2 months, revealed no interval change, and on the basis of their imaging features we considered these nodules benign. After initial US, the remaining nine nodules were not investigated further. The nodules ranged in size from 3 to 20 (mean, 7.1) mm.
An HDI 5000 SonoCT (Advanced Technology Laboratories, Bothell, Wash., U.S.A.) was used, together with a broad-bandwidth 12-5 MHz, linear scanhead. Breast nodules were scanned by CI first, then by RTCI and PIHI in the same plane and with the same parameters including magnification, depth, focus, and tissue compression. In each mode, gray-scale gain was adjusted for. Our US equipment can operate in two RTCI modes: target and survey. The former produces three coplanar images, and the latter, nine. In this study, the survey mode was used, and scanning was performed by one of two breast radiologists, B.K.S. and Y.W.O.
All images obtained, whether by CI, RTCI, or PIHI, were evaluated by three other radiologists (H.R.K., H.W.K., C.H.K.) in terms of lesion conspicuity and were further characterized according to a lesion margin, internal echotexture, and posterior echo pattern. Margins were classified as well-defined, ill-defined, microlobulated, spiculated, or angular, and wall-echo depiction was also evaluated. Internal echotexture was evaluated in terms of echo attenuation (hyper-, iso-, or hypoechogenicity), homogeneity, and internal microcalcification, and its clarity was also assessed. As for the posterior echo pattern, this was evaluated with regard to its attenuation (shadowing or enhancement) and clarity. Three radiologists graded image quality from 3 (the best) to 1 (the worst).
Friedman's test was used for multiple statistical comparison between the three techniques, and interobserver agreement in image interpretation was assessed using the intra- Fig. 1 . Sonograms of a 56-year-old woman show an oval-shaped, microlobulated and spiculated marginated, hypoechoic nodule. In lesion conspicuity and margin depiction, real-time compound (B) and pulse-inversion harmonic imaging (C) are better than conventional scanning (A). Pathologic examination showed that the case was invasive ductal carcinoma.
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class correlation coefficient (ICC) (21) (SAS/STAT software, version 6.12; SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
RESULTS
ICCs were more than 0.44 in all four aspects of evaluation, and interobserver agreement was fair or excellent (Table 1) . Table 2 shows, for each of the three US techniques, the mean frequency with which each grade was assigned to each of these four evaluative parameters. With regard to lesion conspicuity, RTCI was judged significantly superior to both PIHI and CI, while PIHI was better than CI (p < 0.05) ( Table 3) (Fig. 1) .
The margin of the 52 nodules was well-defined in 35 cases (67%), ill-defined in six (11%), microlobulated in four (8%), angular in three (6%), spiculated in two (4%), angular and branching in one (2%), and microlobulated and spiculated in one (2%). In depicting the margin, RTCI was far superior to CI and PIHI, and PIHI was better than CI (p < 0.05) ( Table 3) (Figs. 1, 2) .
With regard to internal echotexture, attenuation was isoechoic in 22 cases (42%), hypoechoic in 18 (35%), hy- 
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perechoic in nine (17%), and anechoic with internal septation in three (6%). Thirty-four of the 52 nodules showed a homogeneous internal echotexture and the remaining 18 were heterogeneous. Internal microcalcification within the nodules was present in nine. In terms of clarity of the internal echotexture, RTCI was significantly superior to both PIHI and CI (p < 0.05) and PIHI was better than CI, though statistically, these two modalities were not significantly different (p > 0.05) ( Table 3) (Figs. 2 4) . The posterior echo pattern was enhanced in 27 nodules (52%) and there was shadowing in 18 (35%), while in seven (13%) there was no change. In terms of clarity, PIHI was judged far superior to both CI and RTCI, while CI was better than RTCI (p < 0.05) ( Table 3) (Fig. 5) .
DISCUSSION
The most important roles of US in breast imaging include 1) the diagnosis of cysts, 2) the characterization of a) masses that have been incompletely assessed by mammography and b) palpable masses that are obscured by dense tissue at mammography, and 3) the provision of imaging guidance for percutaneous biopsy and localization. On the basis of breast US finding, it is, however, often difficult to differentiate benign from malignant nodules. In addition, the accuracy of this modality depends on operator skill and experience and it is time consuming.
US techniques such as harmonic and compound imaging have recently been introduced. The former has two modes, tissue harmonic imaging and PIHI. In tissue harmonic imaging, the US beam transmits at one frequency and receives at twice that frequency, that is, the second harmonic frequency. A bandpass filter is used to process the received signal so that only the returning high-frequency harmonic signal is used to produce the image. Resolution and sensitivity are thus limited by a fundamental compromise in the frequency-filtering approach (22) . Instead of frequency filtering, PIHI transmits multiple identical pulses with reversed polarity; adding these resultant returned signals (23) . In this study, PIHI was superior to CI in terms of lesion conspicuity and depiction of the margin of breast nodules, and this might be because of the high-contrast resolution of harmonic imaging. However, the overall echotexture of harmonic imaging is coarse compared to what is achieved by CI. In this study, there was no significant difference between CI and PIHI as regards the clarity of the internal echotexture of the nodules, and this may be related to the overall coarse echo pattern seen in harmonic imaging. In studies involving the kidney and liver, the superior results of PIHI compared to tissue harmonic imaging showed close correspondence with these theoretical advantages (19, 20) . Although PIHI provides significantly better image quality in the liver or kidney, it nonetheless suffers several limitations. Since multiple pulses are used, the frame rate is relatively low compared with CI, and since each ray line is formed individually, the technique is susceptible to motion artifacts. We used PIHI in this study because our US equipment has no tissue harmonic mode for linear probing, only PIHI.
The application of compounding principles to RTCI is not new (24, 25) , but the practical implementation of this technology has only recently been made possible by the substantial computational power of modern, all-digital ultrasound systems. RTCI starts by acquiring multiple frames from different viewing angles; the overlapping frames are then combined to form an real-time compound image on the display. Compound images can be obtained using a conventional imager, with two modifications. First, the ultrasound beams are steered 'off-axis' from the 90 beams used in CI. Second, the image processor must be programmed to accurately render the steered frames into the appropriate display geometry, and then combine them through frame averaging. This, however, introduces a persistence effect, with the potential for image blurring if the transducer or the target moves too rapidly. The ability of RTCI to improve image quality depends primarily upon the suppression of image artifacts. An in-vitro study by Jespersen et al. (26) , who quantitatively investigated the speckle reduction effect associated with compound imaging, demonstrated that multi-angle compound imaging reduced speckle artifacts in cross-sectional images of rubber tube phantoms and porcine aorta. Reduced speckle also contributes to better definition of boundaries and better detection of low-contrast regions or echo-strong microstructures such as microcalcifications. Speckle may be described as a granular effect visible in an otherwise homogeneous region of breast parenchyma. It reduces image contrast and detail resolution and diminishes the ability to differentiate normal tissue from lesion within the breast. In this study, RTCI significantly improved lesion conspicuity, depiction of the margin, and the clarity of internal echotexture of breast nodules when compared to CI, differences which might be caused by speckle reduction in compound imaging. Clutter, which consists of spurious echoes which can often be visualized within a breast cyst and may lead to concern as to whether a cyst is simple or complex, arises from side lobes or granting lobes, or because of multi-path reverberation. In RTCI, scanning from different angles produces different artifact patterns, and the averaging of these independent frames suppresses the artifacts and reinforces real structures.
In RTCI, however, the frame rate may be reduced. Our US equipment permits RTCI two modes, the survey mode providing three coplanar images, and the target mode, nine. In the former, the frame rate is the same as in CI, but in the target mode it is reduced. Thus, the survey mode minimizes blurring caused by motion artifact, and the target mode maximizes image quality through the use of many coplanar images. The survey mode is usually used in routine breast US for minimizing motion blurring caused by respiration, a probe, or a movable lesion, and for preservation of the frame rate.
The results of our study showed that in terms of lesion conspicuity and characterization, the two new techniques of RTCI and PIHI were superior to CI, a finding which shows close correspondence with the theoretical advantages. Improved lesion conspicuity and depiction of the margin may be attributed to the narrower dynamic range in PIHI and the reduction of artifacts such as speckle in RT-CI. As for clarity of internal echotexture, RTCI was significantly superior to the other two techniques, which may be due to the compounding of multiple different frames and reinforcement of the nodules' real internal echo. PIHI provided a clearer internal echotexture than did CI, though the difference was not statistically significant; there may be a connection between this finding and the overall coarse echotexture of harmonic imaging. PIHI provided a clearer posterior echo pattern than the other two techniques, which might be related to the higher receiving frequency and narrower dynamic range used in harmonic imaging. Since higher frequency US is more attenuated when passing through echogenic areas, the difference in sonic attenuation between an echogenic area and one that is anechoic may increase and posterior echoes may be amplified. RTCI provided images whose posterior echo pattern was less clear than those provided by CI. In RTCI, multiple different steered angles are used, and posterior echoes are concentrated in a triangular region. Thus, posterior echoes are preserved in the central portion of the nodules and reduced in the peripheral portion, and overall are less frequent than in CI. We assume that after scanning with RT-CI, it might be necessary to use PIHI or CI for evaluation of a nodule's posterior echo pattern.
Fifteen of the 52 nodules included in this study were examined pathologically. In one case of invasive ductal carcinoma, a neodensity was discovered at follow-up mammography and US was then performed. At CI, this nodule appeared slightly hypoechoic, but the type of margin, which at RTCI and PIHI was seen to be microlobulated and spiculated, with an internal echotexture that was significantly hypoechoic, could be determined, and malignancy was thus assumed (Fig. 1) . In one case of atypical ductal hyperplasia, a well-defined oval-shaped isoechoic nodule, 10 mm in size and with posterior enhancement and lateral shadowing at CI was present. At RTCI its internal heterogeneous echotexture was emphasized, and at PIHI several internal microcalcifications were visible (Fig. 4) . We believe this may have been a nodule which was shown by CI to be benign, but after RTCI and PIHI malignancy was suspected. We consider that these new US techniques might be useful in the detection and characterization of breast nodules, though in order to more fully assess their accuracy, further studies are needed.
In conclusion, RTCI and PIHI are better than CI in terms of lesion conspicuity and the characterization of breast nodules. RTCI is the best technique for evaluation of the margin and internal echotexture of nodules, and PIHI is very efficient for evaluation of their posterior echo pattern.
